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Bayreuth opera festival was brilliant. It was a fantastic experience. We are not knowledgeable
about the technical aspects of music – we just enjoy it. It has led us to four Ring cycles and
we love visiting Germany annually to enjoy the operas they offer in various cities. This was
our first visit to Bayreuth and we are grateful to the Wagner Society of WA for making it
possible.
Bayreuth is unique. A whole city is devoted to Wagner and his music. The only other place
that we have seen like it is Wittenberg and Martin Luther during the celebration of the 500th
anniversary of the Reformation. Statues and paintings of Wagner, and to a lesser extent
Cosima and Wagner’s dog, are everywhere. Mi Kyung found as many Wagner statues as
she could doing the ‘Walk of Wagner’ and read all about his operas.
We went to a local church on Sunday morning and there was a trumpeter from the
Festspielhaus orchestra who gave four solo pieces during the service. (He was brilliant).
Mi Kyung was lucky, she met the “Dutchman”, John Lundgren at lunch. I opted for German
food, a curry-wurst roll, while she crossed the road to a Japanese restaurant (run by a
Chinese couple, but they do speak Japanese and the food was good). John Lundgren had
just flown in from Sweden and was preparing for his evening singing role with sushi and a
glass of wine. It must have worked, as he sang brilliantly. We thought he would also sing in
Die Walküre later in the week, but we had a different Wotan.
The Festival Hall was just as we had been warned. It was hot and uncomfortable. On two
days it was 30 degrees and it became very hot in the unairconditioned hall. (CB - I can’t
resist counting the numbers. A rough calculation showed that the 2000 people in the
audience were producing about 300Kwatts per hour of heat and then of course there are the
lights and not forgetting the turkeys – see below). The one hour intervals allow for recovery
and enjoyment of the next act. However, there is an element of risk with many old buildings.
This one is really a fire trap, with none of the safety features of modern buildings. Much of
the structure is wood, which after 140 years must be tinder dry. Great for acoustics, but
what a fire risk. There are too few exits, and it would take 15-20 minutes to empty the hall
(without panic). There are no smoke detectors or sprinkler systems in the main hall, but
there are smoke detectors in the foyers.
Under these circumstances I was surprised to see naked flames on stage in several
productions. At the end of Die Walküre there was a large ring of gas-fuelled flames coming
from a giant cauldron. Brünnhilde had the common sense to retreat to the rear of the huge
stage, well away from the fire.
Security was strict. Police cars blocked any close access to the Festspielhalle. No cushions
or large bags allowed. They have to be cloaked in a converted shipping container 100m
down the hill. No bottles of water allowed, despite the heat on warm days. (However we
quickly discovered how to hide a small water bottle in one pocket and a cheese sandwich in
the other.) Small glass bottles of water or a cup of coffee are available for 5 Euros during
the interval.

To sum it all up – personal comfort is not the issue. Wagner achieved excellence in
his Festspielhaus and the quality of acoustics, the orchestra and singers are the
best.
Tristan und Isolde
Our first opera was Tristan und Isolde. Having heard Asher Fisch’s Tristan und Isolde in
Perth only five days earlier we had a ready point of reference. The WASO performance was
crisp and sharp with Stuart Skelton singing superbly in the excellent acoustics of our concert
hall. The Bayreuth sound is different. It is a more complex but somewhat subdued sound.
Both were wonderful experiences. Stuart Skelton gave the finest vocal rendition.
The first Act opened with stage covered with a tangle of staircases and platforms, many of
which were moveable. It looked as if the singers had accidentally wandered onto the set of a
Harry Potter movie. I counted 19 sets of stairs and 21 platforms. Occasionally they made loud
bangs as they moved into different positions. From the beginning I noticed with our binoculars
that Stephan Gould (Tristan) was sweating profusely and seemed exhausted. The hall was
very hot, and he was wearing a thick overcoat, entirely appropriate for a sailing ship in the
north Atlantic, but difficult in non-airconditioned summer Bayreuth.
At the beginning of second Act the Stage Manager came on and made an announcement.
(Unfortunately, my (CB) knowledge of German is not very good. I studied German for five
years at high school which now means I have a vocabulary of five words. Mi Kyung’s German
is better having worked in Munich for 12 months in her younger days.) He announced that
Stephan was suffering from influenza and that he would try to continue, but they were
searching for someone else to take over!
In Act 2 Tristan and Isolde are confined to a prison courtyard with King Mark looking down
from his position on the walls above. The stage contained dozens of stainless-steel hoops
which looked like bicycle stands or even the riot barricades you see in some of the Asian
countries. The hoops proved to be quite flexible serving to confine the actors. In one scene
that could only be described as a director’s stupidity, Tristan and Isolde placed nooses around
their necks while standing together. While highly symbolic, it placed two fine singers just one
slip away from a tragedy.
René Pape as King Mark was truly great, Petra Lang was a fine Isolde bringing a range of
emotions to her Isolde and Stephan Gould continued to sing well while running the risk of
severe dehydration.
The third Act brought the most innovative staging of the evening. The whole act was performed
behind a gauze screen with projections of Isolde, as Tristan lay hallucinating from his terminal
septicaemia. There were six extra Isoldes who were projected around the stage as Tristan
hallucinated.
The management found another Tristan. Stephan Gould continued to stagger around the
stage, mouth closed, while the un-named new Tristan stood in the corner of the stage with
his music stand and sang his heart out. You read of stand-in singers who get their first break
into mainstream opera in this way. This singer sounded very experienced even though he
looked young, perhaps he has already made it, or if not, he should now be on his way.

If Tristan (number one) actually had influenza, he was spreading it all around the stage.
During the curtain calls he hugged most of the principals, including the musical director,
Christian Thieleman. I hope they all have current vaccinations or are on anti-viral
medications.
Parsifal
Parsifal went smoothly without the heat stress or influenza outbreak of Tristan. Brilliant music,
superb chorus and excellent soloists. We had read as much as we could about this year’s
Bayreuth productions, but Parsifal was still a little unexpected. Act one was set in a mosque
partly destroyed in the Syrian conflict. At times (and sometimes concurrently) the “mosque”
was filled with a platoon of combat soldiers, a group of Syrian refugees seeking asylum, filling
out endless forms or seeking food, women in full burqas, Jewish men praying against one of
the walls and knights (priests) with several dozen crucifixes. At times the ongoing Syrian
conflict was simulated, without interfering with the music, by the flashing of strobe lighting off
stage to represent machine gun fire.
In Act two the same set was transformed into a garden bathhouse with the addition of blue
and white tiling on the walls and several plunge pools. Finally, in Act three more foliage
appeared to change it into the hermit’s hut in the forest. Parsifal looked even more confused
than usual as he came on stage in the second Act in full combat uniform with a menacing
machine gun, only to be confronted, not by the traditional flower maidens, but by 40 women
in black burqas. After about 10 minutes they briefly went off stage and returned in more
traditional flower-maiden bikinis. Parsifal ended up shirtless in one of the baths with four
flower maidens, all the time keeping a straight face and singing wonderfully. He was then
towelled down by Kundry and spent the next 30 mins resisting her charms. If the flower
maidens couldn’t do it, it wasn’t surprising that Kundry (in her head to toe dress) couldn’t.
After he pushed Kundry away for the last time, a new group of 11 burqa clad women
appeared, this time with their eyes barely visible. Their role seemed to confuse Parsifal as
much as it did the audience and then the act ended. The third Act is set some years later in
the forest where the now old knight Gurnemanz is living as a hermit. Kundry is fatally ill lying
in one corner of the hut. Parsifal wanders in, still dressed in full combat gear. The original
mosque is now the hermit's house and with the addition of large amounts of greenery
appears almost overgrown by the tropical forest. Through a large door at the back of the hut,
a small group of flower maidens could be seen showering in a waterfall. Even this did not
distract Parsifal. He continued to sing magnificently.
At the final curtain call the true scale of this production became evident as I counted about
160 extras on stage. Throughout the singing and music was superb. Andreas Schager as
Parsifal, Günther Groissböck as Gurnemanz and Elena Pankratova as Kundry were all
wonderful.
For me (CB) it is interesting to speculate on the nature of Amfortas’ wounds. He contracted
his wounds from his own spear (very phallic) and yielded to the temptations of Kundry. There
are a number of possibilities including neoplasms, but a chronic infection seems in most
likely. In the medical literature, syphilis (or perhaps yaws) is viewed as the most likely.
Syphilis is a chameleon-like disease, with many symptoms and signs and this would explain
Amfortas’ deteriorating state of mind and stubbornness as the opera proceeds. Syphilis was

first recorded as an epidemic in 1493 in the French troops who were besieging Naples. This
coincides with the 1492 expedition of Columbus and he is blamed for bringing the disease
back from the New World. Syphilis quickly became the burden of royalty and the upper class
through their lifestyles. There is no evidence of Wagner ever having contracted syphilis.
However, plenty of other composers did, including Beethoven and syphilis may have
contributed to his deafness. Gluck, Schumann, Schubert and Donizetti were others who
succumbed. Casanova contracted every possible STD and his operatic representation, Don
Giovanni, probably had tertiary syphilis. In many cases treatment with such toxic cures as
mercury and arsenic may have caused complications. The late complications of syphilis can
include osteomyelitis and chronic non- healing ulcers along with severe mental illness.
Exactly what Amfortas had.
Die fliegende Holländer (or for Aussies, Harvey Norman’s bargain electric fan sale). Again, we
had prepared ourselves for this opera by watching previous years versions on the Internet. How
would changing the setting to an electric fan factory with the sailors now as travelling salesmen
affect the opera experience? The answer is for us it doesn’t work. It was very odd to have a
factory full of workers chanting songs meant for sailors at sea. But when you have the best
soloists in the world and a very fine orchestra, who really cares about what is going on, on the
stage. And then there was the chorus. I counted 80 men and probably about 50 women. (Seated
towards one side it was difficult to see everyone.) They were excellent. Overall a wonderful
musical experience, but ridiculous staging.
Die Meistersinger
Wow. This was an overwhelming experience. Barrie Kosky has produced a magnificent
challenging experience which set us looking for the DVD the next day. The “Gay Jewish
Kangaroo” set the opera in Wagner’s house, Wahnfried, in 1873 and then in Nuremburg, but
during the post WWII trials. The incongruency of the main characters dressed in the 1870’s
standing alongside guards in 1940’s military uniforms did not seem to bother Kosky.
Beginning with Hans Sachs as Wagner, they are all there including Cosima and Liszt.
Anti-Semitic attitudes were to the front throughout. In the riot scene, Beckmesser was
pinned to the ground and it appeared as if nails were being driven into his limbs in a mock
crucifixion scene.
Cost and complexity appear to be no barrier at Bayreuth. In the final scene, the walls of the
Wahnfried living room move apart. And then for the final minute a full orchestra rolls forward
on a moving stage. In the meantime, the real orchestra kept playing from below. In the
conducting position there was Wagner with his arms raised. The faux orchestra played in
perfect sync and it appeared that a few musicians had been added to the chorus and extras
to make up the orchestra. Kosky’s final words seemed to be
“ Yes, Wagner had serious
flaws in his world view, but his music is wonderful and lives on”.
The Turkey on Viagra or Die Walküre
As the curtain rose, Sieglinde was centre stage feeding two turkeys, that lived in a small
pen attached to Hunding’s hut. Someone had apparently laced the turkeys’ food with
Viagra (this is regularly reported in the medical literature as many imported “male tonics,
vitamin mixes” have been reported to have been laced with Viagra). The male turkey

immediately began to fan his tail feathers and then decided to join in the singing at the
top of his voice. Despite his best efforts the female retreated to the corner of the pen and
would not budge. The audience laughed, most un-Bayreuth-like behaviour, and even
Siegmund and Sieglinde couldn’t stop smiling. Throughout the first scene whenever the
tenor or soprano hit a high note, the male turkey joined in. They both disappeared from
their pen at the first scene rotation. We wondered if turkey sandwich would be on the
menu at Steigenberger’s the next day. Then in Act 3 a man appeared and sat in the
turkey’s pen reading a book. His role in the opera was a complete mystery and he
disappeared as quietly as he arrived. Perhaps he was just a stand in for the exiled
turkeys.
The performance of Die Walküre was the production from their last Ring cycle when the gold
of the ring was replaced with the black gold from Baku. As Hunding’s hut rotated on the
turntable it morphed into an oil well form the 19th century. There were Russian signs on the
wall and Pravda was scattered on the floor. In the third Act the oil tower was topped by a red
neon “Star of David”. As we had come to expect the singers (including the turkey) were
fantastic. We were seated next to Catherine Forster’s (Brünnhilde) husband. He tries to get to
as many of her performances as possible (6th this year), but they do have a teenage
daughter and a dog. They come from Nottingham but live in Weimar. She was exceptional.
The orchestra was conducted by Plácido Domingo and was very good. However, when he
came on stage at the end of the opera he looked as if he was going to collapse from heat
exhaustion.
The Fashions
Most men were in formal suits, but then took their jackets off as soon as they were inside the
theatre. Women wore formal gowns, including some in kimonos and traditional German
clothes. Mi Kyung enjoyed opera fashion shows every night. It was the orchestra that showed
us all what we should be wearing. At the end of the Dutchman they all filed on stage. Hidden
below the stage it must be very hot and they dressed more appropriately in slacks and Tshirts.
And so our brief trip to Bayreuth came to an end. Five operas in six days. For us it was a
“once in a life time experience”. Die Meistersinger was the most amazing performance. René
Pape and Catherine Forster were fantastic. Due to illness and heat exhaustion Tristan und
Isolde was not very good. The turkeys provided the most humorous moments. Next year we
hope to experience more live Wagner, but in the lesser-known location of Chemnitz where
we will go to our fifth Ring.
All in all, we really enjoyed our Bayreuth experience.
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